We present a model for predicting the free energy of arbitrarily large Mackay icosahedral clusters. van der Waals clusters are experimentally observed to be particularly stable at magic numbers corresponding to these structures. Explicit calculations on the vibrational states were used to determine the spectrum of fundamental frequencies for smaller ͑р561͒ icosahedral clusters. The scaled cumulative frequency distribution function rapidly approaches a limiting function for large clusters. This function was used to predict zero-point energies and vibrational free energies for larger clusters ͑Ͼ561 atoms͒. Combining these predictions with correlations for the moment of inertia and for the minimum potential energy of large clusters leads to free energies of arbitrary large clusters. The free energies are used to predict the chemical potential and surface tension as a function of size and temperature. This connects macroscopic properties to the microscopic atomic parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mass spectroscopic studies on clusters of atoms ͑Ar,Kr,Xe͒ and molecules ͑CO,CH 4 ͒ have shown special stability at magic numbers 13, 55, 147, and 309 corresponding to Mackay icosahedral structures. 1 Extensive progress has been made in determining the minimum potential energy configuration of such clusters 2 and it has been shown 3 that Mackay clusters are the minimum potential energy structures for up to about 1600 atoms where decahedral structures become most stable. The bulk ͑fcc͒ structure becomes most stable for still larger clusters 3 (nϷ10 5 ). Herein we build on such results to predict the free energy of arbitrarily large Mackay icosahedra. This allows us to predict chemical potential (n) for arbitrarily large clusters. Since the slope of with respect to xϭn Ϫ1/3 gives the surface tension and the curvature of with respect to xϭn Ϫ1/3 gives the Tolman length, this provides a connection between the microscopic parameters ͑two-body interaction potentials͒ and macroscopic properties. The predicted values seem consistent with current experimental data. Although the Mackay clusters are not strictly the lowest energy for clusters larger than 1600 atoms, we believe that the resulting surface tension and Tolman length are accurate.
In Sec. II we develop procedures for predicting the free energy as a function of temperature for various Mackay clusters. Free energy calculations for van der Waals clusters have been presented by other authors. The most commonly used atomistic methods fall under two broad categories. Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo methods confound the various degrees of freedom and hide their functional dependencies which makes extrapolations to larger sizes difficult. Freeman and Doll 4 have reviewed these methods, which will not be discussed further in this paper. In the normal-mode method, several approximations ͑enumerated below͒ are used to separate the degrees of freedom into translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions which ͑as we will show͒ can each be rationally extrapolated to arbitrarily large sized clusters. Hodgson 5 has summarized much of the previous work using the normal-mode calculation method. The cluster sizes considered previously were limited by the determination of the (3nϪ6) vibrational frequencies for a cluster containing n atoms. This requires diagonalizing the 3n by 3n Hessian matrix, which is unwieldy for large clusters. Thus, previous vibrational analyses of physical clusters were limited to Einstein models 6 or to clusters having fewer than 250 atoms. 5 From explicit calculations on up to 561 atoms, we show that the scaled cumulative frequency distributions for progressively larger clusters approach an asymptotic limit. This asymptotic limit permits the rational extrapolation of the vibrational free energy without calculation of the entire set of normal frequencies. The remaining contributions to the free energy will be addressed briefly. In Sec. III these results are used to predict the surface energy and Tolman length for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe.
II. THE FREE ENERGY FUNCTION

A. Structures
The Mackay icosahedral structures 7 are constructed by surrounding a central atom with successively larger icosahedral shells. Each shell maintains icosahedral symmetry with the same orientation of its vertices. The first shell contains 12 atoms at the vertices of the icosahedron. The second shell contains 12 atoms at the vertices plus atoms on each of the 30 edges of the icosahedron for a total of 42 atoms in the second shell and a grand total of 55 atoms. Higher-order a͒ To whom correspondence should be addressed.
shells have additional atoms along the edges and in the faces of the icosahedral shell. In general, the number of atoms n in a Mackay structure with N shells is
͑1͒
Thus, the first 8 Mackay icosahedral structures contain 13, 55, 147, 309, 561, 923, 1415, and 2057 atoms, respectively. Clusters containing these numbers of atoms are called magic numbered clusters. 
B. The free energy
The free energy for an ideal polyatomic gas
is calculated 9 from the single-cluster partition function, q, which can be separated into terms for translation ͑q tr ͒, rotation ͑q rot ͒, vibration ͑q vib ͒, degeneracy (d j ), and a Boltzmann weight
͑3͒
The degeneracy and Boltzmann weights account for contributions from multiple isomers and are important above the melting temperature of the cluster. They are not needed for the present study which focuses on the solidlike limit.
The partition function is evaluated assuming that the cluster has harmonic vibrations and rotates as a spherically symmetric rigid rotor. Thus
where m is the mass of each particle, is the rotation symmetry number, I is the moment of inertia, V is the volume, k is the Boltzmann constant, R is the gas constant, and h is Planck's constant. We assume that various isomers differ mainly in their degeneracies, binding energies, and symmetry numbers. We assume fixed volume in Eq. ͑4͒, thus these results pertain to the low pressure limit.
From Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒, the free energy can be written as
where E min denotes the global minimum potential energy of the cluster.
C. The cumulative frequency function
The interactions among atoms or molecules in the clusters are assumed to involve only two-body interactions. The explicit calculations use the Lennard-Jones potential
where r is the distance between the particles. ͑For molecular clusters multipole electrostatic interactions would also be included.͒ Energies, temperatures, and vibrational frequencies are nondimensionalized in order for the analysis to be most general. In addition to D e and R e , the atomic mass (m) is used to nondimensionalize the data, leading to a characteristic vibrational frequency of
Some typical Lennard-Jones parameters (R e ,D e ) are tabulated 10 in Table I . The calculated fundamental vibrational modes and their frequencies are shown in Fig. 1 for icosahedral clusters having 13, 55, 147, 309, and 561 atoms. 11, 12 Figure 2 represents this data as the Cumulative Frequency Function, G N (), for each cluster. The maximum frequency for the cluster ͑ max ͒ was used to scale the frequency coordinate and the total number of vibrational modes (3nϪ6) was used to scale the cumulative modes coordinate. G N () appears to approach a smooth, continuous limiting function as N→ϱ.
This observed asymptotic approach to a limiting function for G N () is the basis for estimating properties of larger Mackay icosahedral structures. The zero-point energy and heat capacities approach limits as a direct result of G N () approaching a limit.
Rather than using G N () more typically the vibrational frequencies are expressed in terms of the frequency distribution function, g N (), defined as the number of normal vibrational frequencies per unit frequency interval,
Topological considerations show that for infinite threedimensional crystals, g N () is continuous but with discontinuous slopes ͑van Hove singularities͒ arising from long range translational symmetry ͑the Brillouin zone͒. 13 The frequency distributions for finite systems differs from the bulk and is sensitive to cluster geometry.
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D. Zero-point energy
The zero-point energy for a set of 3nϪ6 harmonic oscillators is
which can be written in terms of the frequency distribution function, g(),
where g N () is zero for Ͼ max . We find that max is dominated by the motion of the central atom of the cluster moving in the potential of the first ͑12 atom͒ shell. The change with N is caused by the compression of this first shell as N is increased. Scaling the frequencies by char from Eq. ͑9͒ leads to
where
Further scaling g N () by the total number of frequencies leads to 
The integral in Eq. ͑15͒ is the dimensionless zero-point energy per mode, which we denote as
J N can be calculated from Eq. ͑17͒ and the frequency information in Fig. 1 . Values for J N are given in Table II . Figure 3 shows that the dependence of J N on the number of filled shells N is quite smooth and well described by the function
A Laurent-type expansion is used for fitting throughout this work to avoid nonphysical singularities in the extrapolations to larger clusters. In each case, the order of the fit was chosen to minimize the variance.
E. Vibrational heat capacity
The heat capacity can be written as the sum of contributions from translation, rotation, and vibration
Except for very light clusters at very low temperatures, the translational and rotational contributions are fully classical, leading to
͑R is the ideal gas constant͒. We now focus on C v vib . The vibrational contribution can be written in terms of a summation over the normal modes as follows:
This leads to a temperature-dependent contribution to the free energy.
kT ͪͬ .
͑22͒
We want to obtain a simple form for F vib containing a small number of independent variables so that the free energy can be estimated without calculating all (3nϪ6) frequencies.
In the high temperature limit, Eq. ͑22͒ can be written as
This is the same limiting behavior as (3nϪ6) oscillators having an Einstein frequency of
or an Einstein temperature of
. ͑25͒
Consequently, we fit Eq. ͑22͒ with a function 
where the function (T) has the following characteristics:
This accounts for the presence of soft modes which ''freeze out'' at temperatures lower than E . A Padé form consistent with the limiting behavior for is
We find that Eq. ͑28͒ with ␤ set to zero is sufficient to accurately fit the full summation in Eq. ͑22͒,
͑29͒
The above analysis reduces the calculation of the vibrational free energy to determining three effective temperatures: ␣, E , and min . Figure 3 shows that all three vary slowly with 1/N, leading to accurate extrapolations
The parameters ␣, E , and min are listed in Table III for several values of N.
F. Moment of inertia
Due to the high symmetry of Mackay clusters, the moment of inertia tensor
is isotropic, I ␣␤ ϭ␦ ␣␤ I. The scalar I can be decomposed into contributions from each shell using
The average distance R j is written as R j ϭ j yR e where j Ϸ1. Therefore, Eq. ͑34͒ becomes
͑35͒
where the function Î N is slowly varying and of order one. The structures for Nϭ1 through 9 ͑nϭ13 -2869 atoms͒ were minimized using POLYGRAF, 11 leading to the results in Table IV and Fig. 3 . The following fit to the data is used for extrapolation to larger clusters:
. ͑36͒
G. Minimum potential energy
From explicit calculations on the optimum structures of icosahedral clusters for Nϭ2 -14 ͑nϭ55 -10179 atoms͒, Xie et al. 15 found that the minimum potential energies can be fitted to the function 
H. Symmetry numbers, degeneracies, and isomers
For icosahedral clusters, the rotational symmetry number ͑͒ is 60 and the degeneracy (d) is 1. Other isomers will tend to have symmetry numbers of order one, but higher degeneracies. Although these factors would tend to favor other isomers in the partition function, the Boltzmann weighting ensures that the icosahedral structure is dominant until the temperature is comparable 16 to 0.3D e /R. Above this temperature, the cluster surface melts and multiple inherent structures become significant. We consider this melting temperature as the upper limit for application of our model.
I. Summary
The correlations presented in Eqs. ͑18͒, ͑30͒-͑32͒, ͑36͒, and ͑38͒ can now be used to predict the free energies of arbitrarily large magic-numbered Mackay icosahedral clusters
ϩRT ln 60. ͑40͒
III. DISCUSSION
The above derivation assumes that the atoms or molecules vibrate around some equilibrium position. That is, the clusters are solidlike. In addition the vibrational partition function was analyzed assuming all vibrational states are harmonic oscillators. The anharmonicity will influence the heat capacity, particularly at higher temperatures.
Above the melting temperature, multiple isomeric structures become significant. Calculations by Honeycutt and Andersen 16 on 13 and 55 atom clusters suggest that melting occurs at a temperature between 0.3D e /R and 0.4D e /R. Thus, the vibrational contribution to the free energy in Eq. ͑26͒ is a low temperature approximation, with large deviations expected as the melting point is reached.
Our predictions for N→ϱ are restricted to Mackay icosahedra. For sufficiently large N the most stable structure is the face centered cubic ͑fcc͒ crystalline form. Indeed for Lennard-Jones clusters, a decahedral structure becomes stable above 1600 atoms. 3 Even so, it is of interest to examine the properties predicted for infinite systems from these calculations because this allows a connection between macroscopic properties and microscopic parameters (R e ,D e ,m).
A. Bulk properties-classical analysis
We will use several equations from macroscopic thermodynamics to relate cluster-free energies to bulk chemical potentials and surface tensions. The free energy of a macroscopic liquid drop (F) can be written in terms of the number of particles in the drop (n), the chemical potential of a particle in the bulk ͑͒, the surface area of the drop (a), and the surface tension ͑͒ ͑b͒ The surface tension for solid argon using the classical analysis ͑dashed lines͒ and the differential analysis ͑solid lines͒. Using Eqs. ͑41͒-͑44͒, the free energy of the drop can be written as a power series in n Figure 4 shows a plot of the free energy per particle (F/n) for argon clusters vs n Ϫ1/3 for three temperatures. Quadratic fits to the data yield estimates of three of the four material properties in Eq. ͑45͒. Assuming the bulk density of the solid 10 as the fourth parameter allows the bulk chemical potential, surface tension, and Tolman length to be calculated. The results of these calculations are in Table 5 . Figure  5 shows that the predicted surface energies at low temperature are in good qualitative agreement with published measurements for higher temperatures. 18, 19 In addition, Fig. 6 shows good agreement of the predicted Tolman lengths with the results of recent molecular dynamics simulations of a liquid/vapor interface for a Lennard-Jones fluid. 20 Such agreement lends support for using the extrapolations on Mackay icosahedral clusters even though they are not the lowest energy structures for clusters containing more than 1600 particles. The close relationship between Mackay icosahedral structures and fcc structures 7 may aid in the extrapolation. Nevertheless, these predictions are seen as confirmation of the extrapolation procedure presented herein. Figure 7 shows the size dependence of the bulk chemical potential and surface tension for argon. Table 6 gives expressions for the bulk chemical potential and surface tension for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe at several temperatures. It is inherent in the classical approach that the chemical potential is independent of size.
B. Bulk properties-differential analysis
An alternative to the above analysis is to use a sizedependent bulk chemical potential ͑rather than a constant͒. 
͑48͒
and f ϭ F n . ͑49͒ Figure 7 shows the size dependence of the effective bulk chemical potential and surface tension using the differential analysis for argon. Table 7 gives expressions for the bulk chemical potential and surface tension for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe at several temperatures.
Since the classical and differential methods use the same quadratic fits to the free energy data, they contain the same information. The classical approach has the advantage of being simpler, but the differential approach provides additional physical insight. Due to the proximity of the surface, none of the atoms in nanoscale clusters are in a bulk environment. In the classical analysis, these surface effects are ''lumped'' in with the size dependence of the surface tension while the bulk chemical potential is fixed. In the differential analysis, the chemical potential of the interior atoms approaches the bulk value as the surface becomes sufficiently distant. Future analyses may benefit from explicitly handling the size dependence of the bulk chemical potential in this manner.
